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Making the Switch: Greater Sustainability
and Energy Independence with Solar
traditional energy sources, plus
the panels can be
recycled.
TJ is a deputy director at
Maison Tucker House. He Similar to how the
cell phone disruptinterviewed Matthew
Britt at SWITCH energy in ed the communiHintonburg for this article. cation industry by
allowing people
who were once cut
TJ: First off, could you tell
off from the rest of
us about what Switch Enthe world to finally
ergy does? I’ve seen from
be connected,
your website you focus on solar has the ability
creating an impact here in to give isolated
Ottawa, but you also put a groups electricity,
big focus on solar enerwithout having
gy’s impact on the “rising
to set up a whole
billion”.
electricity grid like
we have here in
SWITCH: Switch Energy
Canada.
SWITCH Energy is easy to find if you ever visited the interim PERC office in Hintonburg - because
enables home and busithey took over that lease! Find them and the Ottawa Renewable Energy Co-op at 969 Wellingness owners to become
TJ: There seems to ton St, above Suzy Q Donuts. Photo: PERC
energy independent with
be a generally held
on-site solar energy. By
lenge, we also have isolated
from governing bodies, we
TJ: Renewable energy
belief, at least in Canenabling these people to
communities
right
here
in
are still enabling many home
development faces tough
ada, that solar is expensive,
“Make The Switch”, toOntario that face challenges
and business to owners to go challenges in our provparticularly upfront. When
gether we can achieve our focusing on helping the rising accessing reliable and affordsolar and save money.
ince from the repeal of
long-term goal of unlockable
energy.
Are
businesses
the Green Energy Act and
billion, why choose renewing abundant solar energy able energy?
like Switch Energy making this TJ: We know that solar
Ontario’s withdrawal from
for humanity.
a priority as well, and if so
energy production has been
the National carbon plan.
With regards to the “rising SWITCH: The cost of solar has how?
on the rise, but it still makes
How do you stay motivatbillion”: even in 2018,
SWITCH: Yes absolutely! With
up less than ten percent of
ed and inspired to keep
decreased over eighty permore than 1 billion people cent in the last fifteen years,
our Watt For Watt initiative,
power generated in Ontario.
renewables alive and well
don’t have access to
working
with
Focus
Forward
Where
do
you
see
the
future
in our communities?
and is more affordable now
electricity, which is simply than ever. With energy costs
For Indigenous Youth, we
of renewable energy going in
unacceptable. At Switch
our province, and how do you SWITCH: We believe that
from traditional sources rising have been able to provide sowe strive to change that.
lar
energy
for
an
indigenous
and other solar businesses
no matter what decisions
all over the world, solar is the
We believe that solar is
community
experiencing
hope to impact that?
the government makes,
perfect alternative to tradithe solution to this energy tional energy sources.
energy poverty.
the future of energy in
crisis because it’s abunSWITCH: The way Ontario has Ontario - and the rest of
dant, clean, renewable,
TJ: Unlike fossil fuels, which
been generating its electricity the world - will be clean,
TJ: While energizing the deand more sustainable than veloping world is a huge chal- are dominated by a select few over the last forty years has
sustainable, and renewbig player companies,
become unsustainable. Large able. Renewable energy
the solar industry seems hydro and nuclear plants
makes sense regardless of
to be led by grassroots
located hundreds of kilomewho hold political power.
businesses and small
tres away from major cities
Our motivation is to make
innovative providers.
are costly and inefficient. It
the world a better and
Would you say there
just makes sense to produce
greener place with solar.
is an entrepreneurial
power at the site at which it
culture in the solar
is used. We see the future
(Editor’s Note: Research
business?
dominated by electricity
has also revealed that
SWITCH: Definitely.
produced specifically leverlarge scale hydro is not
Unlike the oil and gas
aging on-site solar power
as sustainable as once
industries, solar has
plants both in Ontario, but
thought, due to GHG
not been supported
also around the world. With
releases from flooding
by the government as
the latest advancements in
for reservoirs. See www.
much, that’s why it’s
Lithium-Ion batteries, it will
up to entrepreneurs
be more reliable to go off grid perc.ca/blog for more
A SWITCH Energy employee (Jed Twomey) speaking at an ENGO to make solar easily
and become energy indepen- on this and other energy
networking event in June 2018.
available to the public.
issues.)
dent with solar.
Photo: Sustainable Eastern Ontario
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Eager Beavers: Local Green Startup
Goes National
byTJ Turenne
TJ works as a Deputy
Director of Maison Tucker
House

A

t the far Eastern edge
of the Ottawa valley,
the cutting edge of
the Ottawa River meets the
cutting edge of sustainable
business innovation. Many of
us might not realize it when
we reach to the shelves for
our eco-friendly toothpaste,
deodorant, or shampoo, but
one of Canada’s leading green
personal care producers,
the Green Beaver Company,
is located right next door in
Hawkesbury, ON.
The company was
started by husband and wife
team Karen Clark and Alain
Ménard in 2002, who (oddly
enough) gave up careers in
the pesticide and pharmaceutical industries to pursue the
creation of a personal care
company that would be free
of pesticides and dangerous
chemicals.
Today, Green Beaver
remains a family-run Ontario
business that specializes in
creating organic and natural

personal-care products that
lack the harsh chemicals of
many big name competitors.
Although the company has
now expanded to serving the
national market, their organically certified production
facility remains in Hawkesbury, about one hour East of
Ottawa.
Along the way, they
have pioneered many Canadian firsts for the market,
including creating the first
Canadian organic mineral
sunscreen and becoming the
first Canadian company in
the industry to be completely
plastic-microbead free. Looking forward, one of their goals
is to source more of their
ingredients locally within
Canada.
Green Beaver’s
mission is to “provide natural
body products that allow you
to take care of your health
and your family while respecting the environment.” Today,
they carry out that mission
by providing aluminum-free
deodorants, fluoride-free
toothpastes, paraben-free
soaps, and dozens of other
products to consumers on
a national scale. But more

than just a producer, Green
Beaver also sees itself as an
educator with the power to
show consumers the hidden
dangers of chemicals and
pesticides in the products we
buy.
They are the first
to acknowledge the tremendous impact that the
personal care industry can
have on our health, but also
the health of our planet’s
ecosystems. A quick trip to
their website will reveal an
extensive lifestyle education
section concerning everything from the impact of toxic chemicals found in health
care products on waterways
to the GHG emissions related
to lip balms.
Perhaps most interesting from a green business
perspective is their promotion of small, unique health
food stores around the province and the country who
are also leading the change
towards a greener personal
care marketplace.
In an industry that
can be known for a lack of
transparency and widespread
“greenwashing”, Green Beaver decided to go a different
way.
“It churns my stomach,” says co-founder Alain

Ménard, regarding greenwashing. It’s for that reason
that Green Beaver makes
every single ingredient used
in their products visible in
an online glossary including
information about what each
ingredient is used for.
The Green Beaver
company is a prime example of how a small Ontario
startup can create an impact
on a national level by sticking to basic green principles
such as organic production
and transparent consumer
information. As consumers

become more aware of and
concerned about the impacts
of their purchasing decisions,
companies that use locally
and sustainably sourced ingredients have the power to
change the landscape of the
marketplace.
		This Hawkesbury-based company is living
proof that businesses don’t
need to sacrifice their values
to succeed. On the contrary,
sticking to values may be key
to succeeding in the marketplace of the future.

Above: Green Beaver employees working on the production line at the company’s facility in
Hawkesbury. Photo: Ron Vaillancourt, Digital Marketing Manager, Green Beaver.
Right: Green Beaver products (shampoos, sunscreens, lip balms) available from local retailers in Ottawa. Photo: PERC

Loving Our Local: the Sustainable Enterprise Alliance
by the Sustainable
Enterprise Alliance

not consider a locally owned
independent business?

Think Local First - three easy
words to guide you!

In Ottawa, the Sustainable Enterprise Alliance
(SEA) launched a local-first
initiative called “Loving Our
Local”, which started in 2017.
It aims to promote businesses

W
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henever you are in
need of a product
or service, why

that have local ownership and
can make purchasing decisions so that they too can buy
and sell services and products
from local vendors.
Why is it important
support local businesses? PEN
readers can probably list a
few reasons! Local businesses
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have an interest in the wellbeing of the community since
their owners live here. Unlike
international or national
chain stores, it’s not easy for
a local business to move.
There are also economic advantages to shopping local that may not be

apparent. Using data from
Portland, Oregon, for example, researchers showed that
every $100 spent at locally
owned businesses contributed an additional $58 to the
local economy. By comparison, $100 spent at a chain
store in Portland yielded just
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$33 in local economic impact.
Closer to home, the
impact of buying local, even
a few more purchases each
week, can have a big impact
on the local economy and on
communities across Canada.
For example, a BC study by
Civic Economics assessing the
impact of consumers increasing local purchasing by ten
percent found it would create
31,000 jobs and add $940
million in wages to BC workers.
Local businesses, on
average, pay their employees
better than national chains,
and offer better benefits. All
of the statistics are well documented by research organizations like Civic Economics
(civiceconomics.com), and
the institute for local self-reliance (https://ilsr.org/keystudies-why-local-matters/)
Local vendors add to
the character of a neighbourhood, with better customer
service and a personal touch
also being hallmarks of local
businesses.
We all want a vi-

brant city with a
variety of services
and products that
reflect our varied
tastes, as well as
providing a local
Ottawa touch. With
retail increasingly
moving to online
spaces, we need
encourage local
business to keep
their brick and mortar offerings so we
keep our cities and
sidewalks welcoming and bright.
Do we need
to buy 100% from
local businesses? A
reasonable goal of
spending ten percent of your budget
on local products
Sustainable Enterprise Alliance members hosted local business owners and employees for an open house
and services can
have a meaningful and discussion at the Sustainable Capacity Centre in Hintonburg to celebrate their re-launch. Photo:
Sustainable Eastern Ontario
impact.
For exSEA encourages
our local economy at the end
with the idea of reciprocity.
ample, it is estimated that if
of the year and create 10,000 citizens of our amazing region As the community supports
every household in Ontario
to think local first, and try
new jobs (look for an article
local businesses, we will be
spent ust ten dollars a week
shifting their behaviour just
working with them to reduce
on local food, we would have on the “multiplier effect” at
ten percent towards local
https://sustainontario.com
their environment footprint,
an additional $2.4 billion in
products, businesses and
for more details.)
through reducing water and
organizations.
energy use, resource use etc.
Get out and particiHow do you love your local?
By promoting sustainability
pate in the wonderful, diverse principles like buying local
Thinking local first is about so culture of Canada’s National
and promoting green business
much more than just purchas- Capital region. Meet the
practices among our memberpeople, see the places and
ing. It’s about experiencing,
ship we aim to transform the
engage in the experiences
supporting and growing
local business landscape.
that make it so special. Let’s
together.
all think local first.
Visit a farmer’s
Through the Loving Our Local
market and meet the people
campaign, the Sustainable EnThe Sustainable
who work so hard to produce
terprise Alliance has already
fresh, healthy food.
added
Visit some of the
over one
Thinking local first is about so much more hundred
beautiful green
spaces and parks in than just purchasing. It’s about experiencing, businessour communities.
es to our
supporting, and growing together.
Take in a show or
network. If
performance at a
you have a
local venue and
local busiexperience first hand some of Enterprise Alliance is a local
ness that you would like us to
non-profit organization. Our
the amazing talents that call
support, visit lovingourlocal.
aim is to work with businesses ca to get started.
our region home.

Parkdale Food Centre and Thirteen: A Social
Enterprise - Building Community Sustainability
by Meagan Mcveigh
Meagan is a Board
Member with the Parkdale
Food Centre

P

arkdale Food Centre’s
mission is to build
healthier, more connected neighbours and neighbourhoods through good
food, innovative community
partnerships, and by challenging inequalities in order to
create lasting impacts.
Lasting Impacts
means that we want our
initiatives to continue to have
an effect for a long time - beyond the idea of a food hamper that helps someone three

days. Supporting people,
providing a positive environment, and making resources
available for growth and
change are more likely create
a lasting community impact.
Parkdale’s own major
change came when manager
Karen Secord spearheaded
the move to 30 Rosemount
Ave in Hintonburg. This new
facility opened many doors
and created possibilities for
Parkdale Food Centre (PFC),
such as new community
kitchen programs, a more
inclusive foodbank process,
and neighbours feeling more
welcome and able to access
food they actually wanted.
Within a year, another program had started
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up at the
Centre.
This was
Thirteen
Muesli, now
known as
Thirteen:
A Social
Enterprise.
Thirteen
started
as a way
to reach
the youth
in our
community, create
connec- The original group of student behind Thirteen: A Social Enterprise.
Photo: Parkdale Food Centre
tions,
and help . . . .Article continued on Insider Pg 7
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Bridgehead Coffee: Nearly Twenty Years
of Environmental Leadership in Ottawa
ative.

by Melanie Anderson
Melanie is a deputy director
at Maison Tucker House
in Rockland, and also
passionate about local and
sustainable food systems.

W

e sat down with
Tracey Clark from
Bridgehead Coffee
to hear about the company’s
environmental commitment
and her perspective on nearly
twenty years of serving up
Ottawa’s best coffee.
Melanie: Has Bridgehead
always had a commitment to
the environment?
Tracey: Yes, from day one,
back in June of 2000.
The best coffees are
grown at high elevations,
which means they are grown
in ecologically sensitive areas.
We made a conscious choice
to only purchase coffees
farmed according to organic
principles, so that soil health,
biodiversity, farmer health
and the watershed would all
be preserved, not to mention
cash inputs from farmers can
be minimized.
Melanie: What are some of
your other commitments?
Tracey (smiles):There are
lots! Compostable packaging,
in-shop waste diversion, reusable transport and storage
containers, local purchasing

When we
started out
we also
wanted
to focus
on high
quality, differentiated
coffees,
reasoning
that the
premiums that
farmers
could earn
for these
kinds of
coffees
would lead
Not only is Bridgehead a more sustainable option for a great cup of coffee, it’s a to sustainable
good change of scenery while working on the PEN! Photo: KJ Norman
livelihoods
for them.
our Kitchen on Smirle in West
Virtually all of our packaging
Wellington. Both of these are When I visit origin locations
is compostable or recyclable.
close to our coffee shops, and now, I am so impressed at the
Our cups, salad containers,
progress that has been made
in the urban fabric of Ottawa
sandwich wraps, cutlery and,
on this front.
so that employees can easily
yes, straws, are all comSo many farmers are
commute by bike or take pubpostable. Our take out cup
making
the
commitment to
lic transit.
lids are recyclable.
We used a compostable lid for a time, but
the fit was not always reliable
so we had to switch. We
recycle and compost in all but
one of our shops – the Rideau
Centre doesn’t yet have a
program.
We’re proud of our
diversion rates which hit ninety-four percent behind the
counter, and seventy-eight
percent on the customer side.
We also have two
central facilities, our Roastery
at Preston and Anderson, and

We use reusable containers to ship
products to our shops on
a daily basis. We believe
in supporting our local
economy, and have more
than twenty local suppliers who deliver to our
door, including Rideau
Pines farm, Les Bergerie
des Sables, Marion’s Honey, and many more.

Tracey: That is a
great question.
When we
started out our
commitment was
to be an example
for other businesses by doing
the right thing. I
think we are seeing mainstream
take up of that
now, because
being sustainable
isn’t just a choice,
it’s become imper-

quality, and using innovative
techniques to produce unique
tasting coffees. For instance,
in the early Spring I visited
the highlands of Guatemala
and tasted some extraordinary coffees that all came
from one area.
It turned out that several of the farmers had started pulping their coffee and
letting it ferment for thirty-six
hours before washing it. This
small change in processing
led to big, ripe, fruity flavours
in the cup that were amazing,
and these coffees swept the
microlot cupping competition
I attended.
That experience

Tracey: Yes! We
have several women’s coffees already,
from Guatemala and
Honduras, and we will
have more.
We also have some
“honey” and natural
coffees in our line up,
and on the climate
change side, work is
being done cultivating
new hybrids which are
better adapted to the
changing climate.
This is in in progress too - we
don’t yet have a specific coffee to point to, but we will.
Melanie: Bridgehead was voted Ottawa’s favourite coffee
by Ottawa Magazine last year.
What do you attribute your
success to?
Tracey: Our people.
We have great people
working here, all of whom like
other people, and so there
is a real sense of connection
and community. That’s all
anyone needs, along with
great coffee!
I am humbled everyday that our vision, to be

YOUR AD HERE

Know a Green Business who
should advertise in the PEN?

Advertise in the PEN - reasonable rates, targetted audience.
Contact info@perc.ca for details.

Connect with us: info@perc.ca
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Melanie: Wow! Are some
of these coffees available at
your shops already?

“Honey” in the honey method
of coffee processing refers to
the light brown-gold mucilage
(flesh) of the coffee berry that is
left on the bean during drying,
instead of being washed off.
Less washing uses less water.
Varying the length of drying
time produces different grades
of honey coffee.

Melanie: When you
reflect on nearly twenty
years in business, what
trends have you
seen and what’s
ahead?

The Bridgehead location in Old Ottawa South is the closest one to the
new PERC office. Just in case you need to know. Photo: PERC

got me thinking hard about
what’s next for us as a company. We have decided to
push our boundaries again
and focus on women’s coffees, water conservation, and
adaptation to climate change
in our purchasing.
These are the next
issues that need to be addressed in coffee production.
Gender dynamics in coffee,
especially in Africa, is a real
issue. Turning people onto
“honey” coffees, produced
without water, is important
to conserve water is sensitive
areas.
Climate change has
been wreaking havoc in the
coffee lands—lack of cool
temperatures leads to coffee
rust, which can damage all
or a lot of a farmer’s harvest,
which is devastating. Tackling
these issues is the right thing
to do.

Your business cares about sustainability.
Here’s a way to show it.
January - March 2019
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biggest little coffee company,
renowned for hospitality,
great coffee, sustainability
and community connection, is
shared by our people.

Melanie: And to wrap up, do
you have a favourite coffee?
Tracey: Oh, that changes all
the time! Right now it’s our

Ethiopian Yirgacheffe—it is
delicate and floral and almost
tea-like - but I start every day
with a Flat White.

Editor’s Note: What an impossible question! That’s like
choosing your favourite child!

Spice! Leadership: Empowering Girls in
Ottawa
by Alexandra Keenan
Alex is a recovering lawyer,
Chair of the Reseau Canadian
Enivronmental Network, and
Founder of Spice Leadership.
She also serves on the PERC
Board.

2

018 has been a big year
for women in politics
and public life. We're
bringing much-needed
perspectives into the halls
of power and shining a light
on the barriers that prevent
many of us from participating
fully and equally in public life.
Those barriers appear early
in life, and they're the driving
force behind Spice! Leadership - an organization that
develops confidence and
leadership skills in youth and
emphasizes the leadership

development of preteen girls.
Spice! Leadership programs
teach communication skills,
foster critical thinking, and
combat "mean girl" culture by
empowering participants to
fulfil themselves while lifting
each other up. We believe
that diverse leaders create a
better world, and we aim to
remove barriers related to
factors like disability, race,
family income, or gender
identity and expression, that
might prevent youth from
participating in our programs.
After a successful first year
of working with remarkable
young leaders, we are looking
for community partnerships
and volunteers to help make
this project sustainable in the
long term. If you want to be
part of the mission, please
contact
alex@spiceleadership.ca.

Alex spoke about making room for women’s voices at Impact Hub Ottawa on International
Women’s Day, 2018. Photo: Hub Ottawa.

Proud to be from Ottawa - Not
Proud of Bottled Water
by Adam Guzman-Poole
Adam is a writer, volunteer
with Ottawa Water Study/
Action Group, and owner of
Manifesto Crafts.

H

ave you ever thought,
like I did, that the problem of climate change
was so big you didn’t know
where to start? Like a black
cloud that just floated above
you and might burst at any
moment? For years I ignored
the problem, because I didn’t
have the slightest clue how I
could make a difference.
Imagine how it would
feel to be proud to contribute locally to an effort that
will make a positive impact
on the climate and on your
community. And with concerted effort, to something
that could spread worldwide.

Well, come on down!
The Ottawa Water
Study/Action Group (OWSAG)
has launched a campaign
right here in Ottawa to end
bottled water, and we hope
other cities will follow. We’re
looking for support from you!
Less than 14% of of Bottled
Water Bottles are Recycled
By the time you finish
reading this article, more
than three million plastic
bottles will be manufactured.
Less than fourteen percent of
those bottles will be recycled,
which means more than eight
in ten bottles will end up in a
landfill … or the stomach of
a whale. The plastification of
our world is serious problem,
and contributes to the negative effects of climate change,
but it also puts our planet’s
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most important resources at
risk. Ironically, that resource
is water.
The Water Disclosure
Project (www.cdp.net/en/water) says that “much of the impact of climate change will be
felt through changing patterns
in water availability” and that
with the rising temperatures
caused by climate change, we
can expect intense droughts.
This means a worldwide water shortage that in as little as
twelve years time will affect
billions of men and women
who will live with water scarcity.
Despite the importance of water to humans
and how finite of a resource
it is, our government allows
large corporations to extract
this resource from our lakes
right here in Ontario, for
fractions of pennies, only
to sell it back to us at a cost
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more expensive than gasoline. Meanwhile, first nations
communities neighbouring
these operations struggle to
get clean water in their own
communities.
Bottled Water is Not Safer
In spite of what
we’ve been brainwashed to
believe, bottled water is not
safer than tap water in North
America. Lauren DeRusha
Florez, an associated campaign director with Corporate
Accountability International
says: “The bottled water
industry has spent millions of
dollars to convince us that the
only place you can get safe
water is from a bottle.”
Our tap water in
Canada is regulated and
undergoes vigorous safety
testing. Bottled water, on the
other hand, doesn’t have to

meet any of those standards
to be distributed.In scores
of scientific tests, bottled
water has failed to show it is
any safer than tap water.
Interesting this could be
because almost half of all
bottled water consumed is
just regular tap water.
And don’t forget the
amount of oil used to make
a year’s worth of bottles
for the planet could fuel a
million cars for more than
that same year. Plus, transporting that water to selling
locations by truck increases
the carbon footprint, further
contributing to that dark
cloud of climate change.
If we don’t do anything about it. That is, “IF”
we don’t do anything about
it…
Just recently, I was
confronted with the question: “Will I live long enough
to see my grandkids? And if
I do, what kind of world will
they live in?”
. . . continued on Insider Pg 8
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VOICE2NET: Local Phone Company
Reducing Energy and Travel Costs
by Guy Souliere
Guy works in
telecommunications
and is a memeber of the
Sustainable Enterprise
Alliance.

V

oice Over IP (VoIP) is an
eco-friendly business
practice that reduces
energy consumption anad
business travel, and requires
fewer resources than conventional phone systems.
We are Local
Voice2Net Corp is a
locally owned phone company providing alternative telephone and network services
to help small and medium
sized businesses in Ottawa
and Eastern Ontario ease in
to new technology. We are a
proud member of Loving Our
Local.
We have been providing Voice over IP services
to businesses and homes in
Eastern Ontario and Western Quebec since 2002. Our
staff is knowledgeable and
fully trained to understand
your needs nd issues, to set
up your call flow, and help
in building small business
networks, as well as deploying voice over IP quickly and
efficiently and economically.
Our market includes
non-profits, retail, professional and home offices, as
well as road warriors’ sales
or contractor type companies that rely on mobility and

remote office (work at home)
as a part of their day to day
business.
Reduce Energy and Travel
Voice2Net is an onsite service provider utilizing
hosted Voice over IP and
Network set up. Hence, Voice2Networks can deliver this
service with custom applications developed specifically
for small business mostly who
can’t afford staff for that purpose. This eliminates the bulk
purchase of the costly equipment and wiring required in
more conventional telephone
systems, saves power, and
reduces service cost.
Although our platform does save dollars and
cents on typical day-to-day
business costs, the real
savings are in time and travel
that would otherwise be
required for meetings, and
the flexibility of working
from home while still being
connected as if you’re in the
office.
Great features included in our
system are:

a decent WIFI signal.
•
An auto-attendant
to answer and route calls
to phone extensions or cell
phones, or even another
phone line, or give out information about your business.
•
E-FAX cost savings
- send and receive via your
email and save on paper too
•
Follow Me, a feature
perfect for the mobile worker with several options for
reaching a person or a group
of people. A main location be
contacted first, then several
steps can be added to reach a
contact no matter where they
are working. This removes
frustration for customers
trying to reach someone for
assistance, and does not tie
a person to a desk to specific
location.
•
Apps on mobiles or
Soft Phones - this is especially good for displaying your
business number, not your
personal cell, on caller ID.

•
A conference bridge
that quickly lets employees
from across several locations
join in a group conversation.

•
One number reach:
the call flows in via voice or
Business SMS or text to your
cell, desk phone or voice mail
- we can do whatever your
heart desires!

•
Voice mail to email
empowers mobile workers
with the ability to quickly and
efficiently check voice mail
messages and answer and
make calls anywhere there is

•
Other features
included – Canada/US calling,
caller ID, call forward, blocking, and waiting, hold music,
one button call transfer, call
park, visual extension appear-

ance, 911, call history, call
hunt, group calls and more …
The mobile part of
our application can be further
enhanced by making a cell
phone an extension on the office system, for workers that
are either never, or very seldom, in the office. An extension is assigned that immediately connects to their cell
phone. This can then be set
to drop back to a voicemail
system if the employee isn’t
available, which can give the
caller options to disconnect
the call, or leave a voice mail
message for later delivery or
retrieval.
Cost Savings
From $19.95 per line,
our phone systems include
Canada and US calling, and
all the line features. Phone
terminal are extra.
A central console at
the head office alows a receptionist to tell at a quick glance
whether staff (regardless of
their location) are available to
take calls or if they are on a
current call.
Since our communications servers are largely
software based, there are no
restrictions or costs tied to
services required to enhance
a business’s needs. For sites
with multiple offices, work

at home staff or mobile
workers, and using either
cell phones or mobile apps,
the initial contact can be via
an electronic attendant.
For smaller applications, the caller can choose
from the options offered,
press a single digit, and
reach their required party.
How to reach Voice2Net:
•
1248
•
1248
•
•

Ottawa 613 515
Kempville 613 516
Info@voice2net.ca
www.voice2net.ca

Why Voice2Net
•
Local On-site service
•
Reduce energy and
travel
•
Innovative Guaranteed service
•
Knowledgeable
through experience
•
Commitment to our
local customers
In summary, Voice2Net’s key service offering
in enabling local businesses
to reduce costs, travel and
time while increasing the
service offering, all through
the use of new technology.
We provide for our customers!

VOIP: Voice Over Internet Protocol Delivering voice or multimedia communications via
the public Internet, vs a traditional telephone switching system.

GEDO: Jane Wilson’s Manotick Passive
House

drawings on her website but
what I’m here to tell you are
some key observations from
my visit, nicely summarized
in bite size nuggets for quick
and easy digestion –

Akil Mesiwala
Akil applies behaviour
science and knowledge of
the Low Carbon Economy
to sustainability issues in
Ottawa.
He started writing for PERC
after attending a Social
Finance Design Lab at
Carleton University in the Fall
of 2018

A

s a design enthusiast, a
future home buyer and
a sustainability advocate, I’ve been eyeing Jane
Wilson’s home in Manotick
for a while now. I had heard
about the accolades it had
received, and the pictures on
her website (www.ejwarchi-
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1.
The modern, open
concept two-story home is in
the wilderness, surrounded
by trees and is accessible via
a gravel road. Grateful that it
wasn’t snowing.

The interior view of the passive house Akil toured at GEDO 2018. Photo: E. Jane Wilson.
tect.com/basecamp.html) are
fantastic. I’ve wanted to go
visit and see for myself, but
how does one justify knocking on someone’s door and

asking to be taken on a tour
of their residence?
Well luckily, Jane and her
husband graciously allowed
people like me to visit their
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home as part of the 2018
Green Energy Doors Open
event between 21st and 23rd
September. You can find all
the technical information and

2.
The home was built
according to Passive House
standards, or as I will correctly rephrase, Passive House
standards were used to build
the home.
3.
The floor is one giant
concrete slab. Concrete has
good thermal mass, so it
absorbs the sun’s heat in the
winter and keeps the home
warm. Also gives it a cool,
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industrial look.
4.
The entire interior
was handcrafted by the duo
(including many walls made
of wood) – a series of DIY
projects!
5.
SO. MANY. TRIPLE.
PANED. WINDOWS.
6.
They said the house
was a bit warm that day
because there were too many
visitors like me radiating heat
inside! FYI it was a windy
13-degree day outside.
7.
The air inside is super
comfortable even though the
house is quite airtight.
8.
There’s a heat recovery pump that is used to

re-circulate air throughout
the house and allows for heat
exchange between the hot
air going outside and external
cold air. This lowers heating
loads.
9.
The outer façade is
covered in metal but unfortunately this blocks cellphone
reception inside.
10.
Jane’s open office
upstairs is significantly larger
than her husbands, in case
you were wondering which
one was the architect.
11.
The only utility they
pay is for hydro, and wood for
their super efficient furnace
that provides heat and something they describe as “hygge” comfort.

I’ll
leave you
with this:
Hygge, pronounce ‘hooga’, is a Danish concept
that is used
to describe
the feeling of
cozy contentment and
well-being.
I can
say for certain that I felt
those vibes in
the brief time
I spent there.

Exterior view of the passive house. Photo: E. Jane Wilson.

A tasty range of spice blends is now avabile from Thirteen: A Social Enterprise. Just looking
at this photo makes us want samosas! Photo: Parkdale Food Centre

continued from Insider pg 3. . .
set them up with the skills
and advantages any young
person needs.
Thirteen started with
the support of other local
business owners aiding the
development of a healthy

food product in line with
Parkdale’s values. The original
muesli product did very well,
but as the business brought
on new youth members, the
team decided to develop a
product more representative
of who they were.
They worked with

family members and each
other to develop four unique
African spice mixes, which
represent Parkdale’s commitment to its neighbour’s ideas,
and the sharing of community and culture.
The lasting Impacts of
Thirteen: A Social Enterprise

come in many ways. Like PFC, skills, increase awareness
the people at Thirteen believe and knowledge of opportuin the power of sharing and
nities within communities,
building community with
and improve participant’s
food. In sharing these spice
understanding and awareness
mixes we are sharing cultures of culture, personal identity,
and expanding the minds and and social skills. In developing
hearts of our
these
neighbours,
skills, we
and as we
“In sharing these spice aim to
grow, our city,
mixes we are sharing create
our province
lasting
cultures and expanding impacts
and our country as well.
the minds and hearts of in conAs
our neighbours, and as fidence,
our business
self-eswe
grow,
our
city,
our
has grown,
teem,
we have also
province and our coun- and skills
been able
that
try as well.”
to grow our
allow
entrepreneuryouth to
ial training
create a
program.
bright fuWe now run two, fourteen
ture for themselves and their
week sessions a year with (of communities.
course) thirteen new youth
participating in each session.
Thirteen: A Social Enterprise
Our mission is to
and PFC’s commitment to
empower youth in our comlasting impacts or sustainabilmunity who face barriers to
ity may be different than the
success to become confident
lasting impacts of going green
entrepreneurs or working
or growing organically, but
people, and to bring positive
with a community that cares
economic and social change
about one another we are
for themselves and the comall working towards a better
munity.
future for ourselves and our
We do this by workeach other.
ing with youth to develop
transferable entrepreneurial

Seniors’ Action on Climate Change
by Rudy Askil
Rudy is a writer and retired
teacher who lives in Carp.

S

eniors! Like you, I am
very concerned about
climate change and
want to act to help preserve
this world for our children
and grandchildren. As David
Attenborough said recently,
“the end of our civilization is
on the horizon and many credible reports make it clear that

this generation -- the one alive
today -- you and I -- is the last
one that can stop us hurtling
to climate catastrophe”.
Like you, I resent
the news reports and assumptions of politicians that
portray seniors as people who
will not support real action on
climate change.
Well, I’m almost seventy and I will only support
politicians who take real
action on the climate. I’m
writing to politicians, identifying tools, resources and
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strategies, making contacts
and you may be doing the
same.
I’m writing to you
today to ask you to join me to
bring together a specifically
seniors’ group to take action
on climate change, and give
our federal, provincial and
municipal leaders the clear
message that we will not
stand for fake measures on
climate change.
As you can tell, I think
that many measures taken by
government will not actually
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reduce our carbon emissions
to the extent required, but
I’m not trying to impose my
thinking on the group. Rather
we need to come together,
identify to path ahead and
help our leaders take the next
steps.
I’m picturing a discussion, leading to a meeting,
at which we consider our
thoughts and feelings about
climate change and then
identify actions we could
take, as individuals and as a
group, to carry out those ac-

tions and enlist more people
like us.
I can’t seem to find
a specifically seniors’ group
on the Internet or in Ottawa.
Of course, if you know of a
seniors’ group that is doing
this, please let me know, for
I’ve no desire to reinvent the
wheel.
There is strength in
numbers, and, in our political
environment, special strength
in numbers of seniors.
Do you want to participate?
Contact me at seniors.action.
climate.change@gmail.com
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The Conscious Builder
by Nick Carriere
Nick is in charge of
Homeowner Hospitality
at the Conscious Builder,
a carpenter, and a former
olympic athlete.

T

he Conscious Builder is
a local Ottawa general
contractor committed
to the practice of Conscious
Building. When it comes
to building and renovating
homes, it’s about making
decisions from an informed
position of knowledge and
education.
Whether it’s a Passive
House, Net Zero Home, addition or kitchen, The Conscious
Builder team approaches
every project with the same

guiding principles - providing
knowledge and experience
to empower homeowners to
make conscious and informed
decisions throughout the
construction process.
The company’s core
beliefs, led by founder Casey
Grey, are that of health,
innovation, and sustainability.
Health and comfort to the
occupants of the home is at
the forefront of importance.
Not only is it important from
a design aspect, but the
materials that are involved
in its construction as well.
The team at The Conscious
Builder is continually searching to provide better value
through innovative products
that deliver high quality
performance, while providing
healthier options for home-

owners and the environment.
The team sees
themselves as educators and
believe it’s their responsibility
to provide as much information as possible in order for
the homeowner to make informed, conscious decisions.
Aside from simply
looking at the health impacts
of materials and finishes, a
home must be thought of
as an ecosystem made of
separate systems working
synergistically, but independent from one other, similar
to a football team. Every
player is an expert and master
of his own position. These
players all have different tasks
to perform simultaneously,
but independent from one
another in order for the team
to function effectively.

You may have seen projects The Conscious Builder has been working on around town.
Photo: Sustainable Eastern Ontario
continued from pg 5. . . .
It seems a strange
thing to ask at twenty seven,
but the question was sparked
after reading the results of
the IPCC (International Panel
on Climate Change) report,
which painted the picture of a
future the resembled Armageddon. The six hundred page
report written by ninety one
scientists basically said that if
we don’t do something, now,
in a short twenty years, the
effects of climate change will
be irreversible.
That is why we are
coming together to create
a coalition of committed
citizens to create the Ottawa
we want to live in. We know
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that this a small step when it
comes to the larger challenges posed by climate change,
but an important one, because it will serve as symbol
to unite us a city. A city that
says yes to earth and is proud
to be leading the way for a
better tomorrow.
San Francisco Banned Sales
of Bottled Water!
Recently, San Francisco
banned the sales of bottled
water, serving as a leader in
the United States. Imagine
if Ottawa could be leading
that type of change in Canada. Imagine if the citizens of
this city could stand proud
knowing we took an active

stance for the climate, for
our communities, and for our
families.
Help Create a Better Ottawa
Join us as we create a better
Ottawa. This March 22nd, on
World Water Day, we plan
to come together as proud
citizens to demand that the
city bans the use of plastic
bottles in City Hall. Join us
as we create the Ottawa, we
want to live in.
There have been
moments in the last century, when people have been
asked to stand for greatness,
to stand for truth. Women
stood in 1920 to demand
the right to vote. In 1944 we
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Much like football, if
you affect one player (a wall
assembly for example) the
implications will affect the
other players, which in this
instance, could be window
selections or mechanical
systems.
The Ontario building
code which regulates and
enforces residential construction guidelines, is aiming for
all new residential homes to
be Net-Zero Ready by 2030.
This new energy standard is
defined as a dwelling that
produces as much energy or
is at parity with the energy
required to run the household.
The Conscious Builder has made it their mission
“To be the leader in Healthy,
Innovative and Sustainable
building.” With their expertise
and experience in multiple
Passive Houses, R-2000 and
Net-Zero homes under their

belt, they are well on their
way. Numerous renovations
and research projects with
NRCan as well as their Youtube Channel and podcasts
educates you to become just
as informed and empowered
to make conscious decisions.
In order to meet
these tremendously high
energy standards that the
Provincial Government has
put in place, The Conscious
Builder has developed lasting
partnerships with industry experts in design, architecture
and energy modeling to create the most innovative and
energy efficient homes in the
Ottawa market; all the way
from their initial conception
to final construction. They
have also committed to being
industry leaders and educators through their Youtube
Channel and Podcast.

united as a world
to stand against
tyranny in World
War II, and again
we stood as one in
1954-1968 for the
justice of the civil
rights movement.
And today, we are
being asked to
stand under those
same principles
of justice, unity,
and, equality. To
take stand for the
earth, for the water, and for future
of our cities and
communities. We
are being asked
to unite for our
future.
Nothing great
was accomplished
alone — we need
your help! Please
stop right now and
send us an email
at envisonottawa@gmail.com
to stay connected
with upcoming
events, volunteer
your time, skills,
and support.
We need you if we
are going to create an Ottawa
that is leading the way for
Canada. Join the movement
as we take one great step forward in creating the city and
world want.
Imagine if we could
look back at this time in history and say we did something,
and took a stand! Though
we know that ending bottled
water in Ottawa is only one
step, it is an important step,
because this is the beginning of us coming together
as a community to unite for
something far greater than
we could imagine. It is the
beginning of us creating a
coalition of committed people

that said “yes” to the future
we want to create. On World
Water Day, March 22nd, we
are coming together to demand that the City bans the
use of plastic bottles.
Who are “we”? We
hope to involve a maximum
number of concerned organizations and citizens, and
include the OWSAG, Ottawa
Quakers, Council of Canadians, Ecology Ottawa, and
many others. We are planning a direct action event to
address the issue of bottled
water.
Date – World Water day,
March 22, 2019
What – A dump of thousands
of used plastic water bottles
at City Hall
Why – If done properly, this
could highlight the gravity of
the world plastic problem.
Specifically, we will
ask Ottawa City Council to
take a first step in implementing a concrete action.
Presently Ottawa city council
sell bottled water in municipal building s under contracts
with Coca Cola and Pepsi
Cola. We will ask City Hall
to stop selling plastic water
bottles in municipal buildings
when these contracts expire.
We know that this is
just a small step in beginning
to tackle the huge issue of
disposable plastic bottles.
However, it can be a very
good first step, because a
better alternative is available,
our high quality municipal tap
water.
Join us as we take
one more step forward in creating the city and world want.
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